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Abstract—Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT) results from the
addition of sensing and actuating capabilities to industrial envi-
ronments to improve the overall manufacturing processes. Some
of these systems have highly-complex tasks of monitorization and
control and need to be programmed accordingly. The use of visual
programming, such as workflows, is common in these systems
due to the abstraction they provide to the systems programmer.
However, such programming environments have several deficien-
cies on what regards debugging capabilities, mostly due to the
constraints that difficult the use of traditional mechanisms. The
work presented in this paper approaches these issues, delving
into the design and implementation of a multi-strategy debugging
mechanism into a commercial-grade Manufacturing Execution
System. To validate the approach, a proof-of-concept was then
developed and validated against different debugging scenarios.
Index Terms—Internet-of-Things, Industrial IoT, Software En-
gineering, Debugger
I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the Industrial Revolution, increasing efficiency
in manufacturing systems has been a constant endeavour.
Companies thrive to improve productivity and reduce costs
without compromising quality, enhancing the efficiency of the
manufacturing process.
The birth of Internet-of-Things followed by its application
to industrial environments, viz. Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT), pushes the efforts of improving the manufacturing
processes even further, towards the so-called Industry 4.0. The
use of networked sensors and intelligent devices to collect
data about the manufacturing processes, boost operational
efficiency and reduce detection and troubleshooting time,
hence resulting in overall money and time savings [1]. The
computational elements that control physical entities, using
sensors and actuators feedback in real-time, enable the detec-
tion and prevention of failures to avoid significant losses [2].
The software controlling these devices requires support for
management, configuration, control and debug of operations,
especially during the maintenance process.
Maintenance of these systems is highly required to ensure
that the software product delivered to the user still maintains a
high level of quality and satisfies the client’s requirements. It is
greatly assisted with suitable debugging techniques that ensure
the software’s sustainability and quality, helping to identify the
causing defects related to software failures.
The aforementioned debugging needs of IIoT systems still
lack in terms of tools, approaches and methodologies that
can be used for such [3]. The problem grows when consid-
ering that, commonly, these systems are programmed using
visual workflows, that typically lack tools for debugging (as
further explored in the next Sections). These workflows are
an abstraction of the different tasks to be executed by the
equipment, creating blocks that aggregate some of the steps
to be performed, receiving inputs from the previous tasks and
delivering outputs to be used by the following.
The main goal of this work is, by studying the best practices
of debugging different kinds of systems, to design and develop
a debugging approach (and protocol) that can be used for
IIoT and meet the requirements of a real-world Manufacturing
Execution System. A proof-of-concept was implemented on
top of the Critical Manufacturing Execution System and their
IoTMT solution (c.f. Section IV-B), allowing us to run a set
of preliminary tests to verify the viability of the approach and
the underlying protocol.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents
contextualization of the main concepts related with this work,
Section III presents the related available work, Section IV
presents the solution proposed by this article, Section V details
the proposed solution, Section VI lists the simulated scenarios
used to validate our approach and, finally, Section VII presents
the main contributions and conclusions of this work.
II. BACKGROUND
This section provides an overview of the key concepts
regarding the approach presented in this article.
A. Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 is an emerging concept that aims at a higher
level of operational efficiency and productivity in factories
by augmenting the level of automation in manufacturing
systems [4]. It is defined as “the integration of complex
physical machinery and devices with networked sensors and
software, used to predict, control and plan for better business
and societal outcomes” [5]. It unifies the concept of objects,
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machines, assembly lines and whole factories [6] leading to
the “smart factory” vision with the implementation of cyber-
physical systems (which “extend real-world physical objects
by interconnecting them all together and providing their digital
descriptions” [7]). Factories become more intelligent, flexible,
dynamic and autonomous, leading to the growth of productiv-
ity, reduction of costs, increase of effectiveness and efficiency
and improvement of the overall quality of the products [4].
The Internet-of-Things is an emerging paradigm where
everyday objects can be equipped with identifying, sensing,
networking and processing capabilities that will allow them
to communicate with one another and with other devices and
services over the Internet to accomplish some objective [8]. It
conceptualizes a world where all things are wirelessly and
seamlessly connected and can be controlled remotely and
exchange data at any time [9].
IoT devices are equipped with embedded sensors, actuators,
processors, and transceivers [5], [10]. Sensors and actuators
are devices that help to interact with the physical environment.
While sensors provide inputs about the device’s current state
(internal state and environment), an actuator performs actions
to affect the environment or device in some way [8], [10].
The combination of these elements can enable objects to
simultaneously be aware of their environment and interact with
people, both goals of IoT.
The subset of IoT specific to industrial applications (Indus-
trial Internet-of-Things) is where IoT and Industry 4.0 meet.
Smart and efficient manufacturing can be achieved with IIoT,
connecting the shop-floor to production management [11].
It focuses on the manufacturing stage of the product’s life
cycle, aiming for a quick and dynamic response to demand
changes [7] by equipping high-tech products such as sensors
and actuators, software and wireless connectivity in the pro-
duction equipment [4]. These generate large amounts of data
that can grant a better understanding of the manufacturing
process and enable a more efficient and sustainable production
system, reducing costs without compromising quality [7], [12].
An example of this is the machinery maintenance process, as
analyzing machine data will allow to understand and identify
the top causes of failure and predict component failures to
avoid unscheduled machine downtime, which usually leads to
company resource losses [12].
B. Manufacturing Execution Systems
A Manufacturing Execution System (MES) is “an infor-
mation system that drives the execution of manufacturing
operations” [13]. It focuses on achieving and maintaining high
performance of production [14] through the digitalization of
shop-floor activities with the collection, analysis, and exchange
of information captured in real-time during this process [15].
According to MESA1, a manufacturing execution system is
a dynamic information system that ensures the effective execu-
tion of the manufacturing operations through the gathering of
real-time data, guiding, triggering and reporting on shop-floor
1MESA stands for Manufacturing Enterprise Solutions Association
activities as events occur. It “manages production operations
from the point of order release into manufacturing to the point
of product delivery into finished goods” [16].
This type of system focus on the vertical integration of
manufacturing processes with business processes [15], work-
ing as a middle-layer, by bridging enterprise information
systems (ERPs) with the shop-floor equipment, implementing
manufacturing operational management (MOM) functions in
the enterprise [17]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Automation pyramid (Adapted from: [15]).
At Critical Manufacturing, this system is responsible for
performing the following set of tasks [14]:
• Monitoring and assuring the correct execution of the
production process;
• Monitoring and controlling the material used in the
production process;
• gathering of information about the production process;
• Providing the tools for the analysis of the data obtained,
related to the production process, to optimize efficiency;
• Delivering and managing work instructions;
• Providing the tools to solve problems that may come up
during production and optimize procedures.
The analysis of the data collected throughout the product
life cycle is of growing importance for organizations. MES is
responsible for this analysis, followed by the integration and
presentation of the results in the industrial production, provid-
ing real-time, accurate, granular data which allows employees
to have a better insight into the manufacturing processes,
optimizing their decisions for controlling and quickly react
to any issues that may arise during production [15], [18].
Manufacturing Execution Systems play a critical role in
Industry 4.0, as it “accommodates the Industrial Internet-
of-Things (IIoT)-enabled production marketplace”, playing a
vital role as an enabler of further innovation in manufactur-
ing [14].
C. Software Development Life Cycle in Industrial Systems
The increasing usage of physical entities equipped with
sensors and actuators in the manufacturing industry, through
the integration of IoT in factories, provides meaningful feed-
back in real-time across a virtual network regarding the man-
ufacturing process, enabling the fast detection and prevention
of machinery failures [4]. Known as Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLC), these computational entities are widely
used in automation control and will autonomously perform
many processes within cyber-physical systems [19].
PLCs are “computer-based, solid-state, single processor
devices” capable of controlling many types of industrial equip-
ment and entire automated systems [19]. They are character-
ized by their cyclic data processing behaviour which consists
of reading all input values (provided by sensors), executing
the PLC program with the received values and, when finalized,
writing all output variables (which control the actuators), later
restarting the cycle [20].
These controllers are cheap, highly efficient and reliable
in applications which involve sequential control and synchro-
nization of processes [19], hence the reason why they are the
standard industrial platform nowadays [20]. However, as the
complexity of these controllers increases, the more difficult it
is to ensure their reliability [21].
PLCs have been, historically, programmed using visual
notations, with schematic or ladder diagrams instead of usual
computer languages [19]. Examples of these graphical lan-
guages are Ladder Diagrams (LD), Function Block Diagrams
(FBD), and Sequential Function Charts (SFC) [20].
The SDLC model most commonly used for developing
PLC-based control systems is the V-model, where validation,
verification, and testing are planned and usually performed
in parallel with the requirement gathering, design, and imple-
mentation phases, respectively. It has the main advantage of
including some validation before the development phase has
begun. However, if errors are found during the testing phase,
the test documents, along with requirement documents, will
have to be updated, which can be quite expensive with the
increase of the project complexity [21].
1) Software Maintenance: Software maintainability is “the
ease with which a software system can be modified to correct
faults, improve performance or other attributes or adapt
to a change of environment” [22]. It takes place once the
software product has been delivered to the user [23] and
can involve repair/modification of the software (bug fixes),
implementation of new requirements, or adaptive maintenance
of the environment where the software is operating [20].
Ensuring software quality has become a central issue be-
cause most organizations rely on software products to run
their business operations efficiently and effectively to remain
competitive. Thus it is crucial to ensure the sustainable quality
of a software product throughout its life cycle. To ensure this
a good maintenance process is required [23].
The maintenance phase ensures that the delivered software
product sustains a high level of quality and satisfies the client’s
requirements [23], aiming at adapting or perfecting the system
towards this goal [24]. This process is invoked both when there
is a change in the software requirements, and new features
need to be implemented, or when failures are detected, and
the software needs to stay operational [25]. Maintainability is
one of the software’s quality factors, as a good maintenance
process ensures a successful service in the long run [23].
2) Software Maintenance in Industrial Systems: Facto-
ries require consistent professional maintenance of automated
production systems. The complexity of these systems, both
hardware and software, has been increasing, and they often
require a life-span of +10 years. For this reason, maintaining
the developed software is strongly required to ensure the
software’s quality and reliability [20].
Special requirements on the development and maintenance
process are also needed, due to the need for rapid adjustment
of production capacity and functionality, in response to new
market conditions. With a fast-changing market and customers
demanding a higher level of product customization, industrial
software must be updated continuously and re-configured to
cope with changes to production processes or the introduction
of new products. This imposes pressure over the need for soft-
ware development and maintainability, demanding faster de-
velopment processes while maintaining software quality [26].
D. Debugging
Software debugging is the process of identifying errors or
defects in software or a computer system and solving them
so that the program works correctly accordingly to specifica-
tion [27]. Any step of a program that performs unexpectedly
is termed to be a fault. Debugging is an essential part of
the software engineering process, being an arduous, time-
consuming, costly task [28].
Human-made software should not be considered to be
reliable, safe, secure, or always available unless it is thor-
oughly tested and verified, due to the unavoidable presence or
occurrence of faults [24]. Testing these systems is an important
part of the software development life cycle. After, or even
during, the development phase, testing and debugging should
be taken seriously and given high priority. Without these steps,
high-quality, reliable software cannot be provided in today’s
fast track-based world [28]. The severity of a defect depends
on the failure domain, controllability, and consistency of the
failures encountered and the consequences in the environment.
The time required to solve a bug is directly related to the
complexity of the error [24].
A debugger is a tool that allows debugging a program, to
see what is going on “inside” a program while it executes or
what it was doing at the moment it crashed. Any application
software will inevitably contain bugs during the development
cycle. The distance from the defect causes to the failure may
be substantial in both time and space, so developers require
access to powerful debugging tools for the correction of these
software flaws, allowing them to work more efficiently and to
better dig into the detailed operation of their application [29],
[30].
1) Remote Debugging: Traditionally, software applications
are debugged in an environment in which the debugger is
executing on the same computing device as the application
being debugged. In some cases, resources such as memory,
processing power, and network are consumed by the installa-
tion and execution of development and debugging environment
(e.g. via an IDE). This is a critical factor because such
computing devices may have limited resources, e.g., storage,
processing and communication [31]. In these cases, using
traditional debugging techniques may not be an option, and
a remote debugger seems to be a reasonable solution.
Fig. 2. Example of a Remote Debugging approach [31].
In the remote debugging, or cross-debugging, technique,
the debugger runs on a host machine, while the program to
be debugged is running on a specific hardware platform of a
target machine (Fig. 2). The application is launched using a
remote debug module executing on the host machine, and it
communicates with the target machine via a communication
channel that can be set through a serial port, parallel port or
network card interface, taking control of this machine to run
the program [30], [31].
During a debugging session, debug commands are sent
from the host machine to the target program and these com-
mands are employed for debugging the application on the
remote host device. The commands may include the launch
of the application to be debugged, setting breakpoints for
pausing the execution of the application at a certain execution
point, resuming execution following a breakpoint, stepping
through instructions of the application or terminating it. Debug
commands can also ask for information regarding the state
of the application such as the values stored in variables,
parameters, registers and program counters of the application,
stack traces for the call stack of the application, dumps of
active memory following a crash or failure and such [31].
This debugging technique is especially useful for debugging
embedded software, and it requires cooperation between the
host and target machines [32].
2) Debugging on Industrial Systems: Companies are com-
peting fiercely to provide high-quality software at the lowest
possible cost. Software maintenance plays a crucial role since
it preserves the software quality after deployment [33]. Debug-
ging tools are used in this phase of the software development
life cycle to help identify where the software faults are and
what is the condition that leads to them.
The increasing need for production efficiency and flexibility
require active and real-time maintenance from skilled techni-
cians to reduce machine downtime. For expensive machines,
usually, often downtime is more expensive than the actual
repair in terms of lost production resource. Thus, real-time
monitoring, advanced maintenance, and debugging systems
play a significant role in solving the problem remotely [33].
Cyber-physical systems are similar to traditional distributed
embedded systems, consisting of several interconnected de-
vices with limited resource constraints. However, its main goal
is to remain responsive to environmental changes and network
commands. They “are distributed applications that track, ob-
serve and analyze large collections of data from computerized
entities” [34]. Debugging these distributed systems is hard
because developers have to deal with the non-determinism of
concurrent processes, the time-sensitive nature of applications
and partial failures that may occur [34].
Bugs in CPS systems are hard to reproduce and thus to fix,
and for this reason, remote debugging techniques are helpful in
the maintenance process because the debugger is connected to
the device when an exception or crash occurs [34]. Capturing
information from these devices in real-time helps to identify
and track where the causes of failure are situated.
III. RELATED WORK
We now present the current approaches on remote debug-
ging, debugging of workflows and remote debugging proto-
cols, while simultaneously identifying the shortcomings of the
current approaches w.r.t. remote debugging of IIoT workflows.
A. Remote Debugging
JPDA [35] (Java Platform Debugger Architecture) is a
debugging framework stack consisting of a mirror interface
(JDI), a communication protocol (JDWP) and the debugging
support running on the target virtual machine to debug (JVM
TI). It splits the debugging process into the program which is
being debugged and the user interface of the debugger applica-
tion (JDI), communicating using the JDWP protocol through
a communication channel set between the two processes, thus
supporting the remote debug process by running the debug
process in a different machine from the debugger.
TOD [36] is an omniscient debugger solution that enables
navigation backward in time within a program execution
trace. It records the events that occur during the execution of
the program to be debugged and lets the user conveniently
navigate through the obtained execution trace and evaluate
what may have possibly gone wrong.
The .NET debugging solution [37] provides, other than the
regular debugging environment, a snapshot debugger which
targets live ASP.NET apps in Azure App Service. It takes
a snapshot of the in-production apps when the executing
code reaches an established point, through snappoints and
logpoints, capturing the state of the execution at that particular
moment. It allows seeing what went wrong with the executing
application without impacting the traffic of the application,
dramatically reducing the time it takes to solve issues that oc-
cur in production environments. Both this functionality and the
regular debugger support debugging remote environments [38].
Rivet [39] is an experimental framework solution which
provides browser-agnostic remote debugging of client-side
web applications. It allows developers to “inspect and modify
the state of live web pages that are running inside unmodified
end-user web browsers”, allowing to explore real application
bugs in the context of the actual machine in which those bugs
occur. The communication between the client and the server-
side is made using standard HTTP requests.
ELIoT [40] (ErLang for the Internet of Things) is a de-
velopment platform for smart devices connected through the
network that “provides an abstraction over the hardware on
which the applications will be executed”. It grants remote
communication with the applications running on the IoT
devices, having the ability to query sensors or sending a
command to an actuator using CoAP services [41].
B. Workflow Debugging
RTWM [42] (Real-Time Workflow Monitor) provides “a
cloud service and a client library to monitor complex workflow
systems in real-time”. It claims to provide the progress of
the execution of each task of the workflow in real-time,
monitoring the execution order and fault occurrences of the
system remotely and presenting it asynchronously through
a user interface. The interface provides an infrastructure for
setting up the workflow system, monitoring performance and
debugging a chained set of tasks. Here, a web server is running
the main application for debugging and receiving events from
the computing units through WebSocket connections, which
then provides visualization for monitoring on the web app.
The UI Layer uses HTTP and WebSocket connections for
communication with the device’s lower layers in real-time.
Stampede [43] (Synthesized Tools for Archiving, Monitor-
ing Performance and Enhanced Debugging) “intends to apply
an offline workflow log analysis capability to address relia-
bility and performance problems for large, complex scientific
workflows”. It works as an execution information capture and
analysis system, streaming and storing information about the
performance of workflows in real-time on a log file written
during execution. It also supports distributed environments.
The resulting log file contains the status of each job, inputs,
and outputs of tasks, and the pre and post-execute scripts.
Node-RED [44] is a programming tool for creating flow-
based programs that connect hardware devices, APIs and
online services. It provides a browser-based graphical editor
for building the workflows, wiring the nodes that represent
each task. This tool can be run locally, on a physical device
or in the cloud, allowing to visually represent the flow of tasks
with an abstraction level that provides the user with the ability
to break down a problem into more manageable steps and
look at what each produces, without having to understand the
individual lines of code within each node.
C. Remote Debugging Protocols
The GDB RSP [45] (Remote Serial Protocol) is a high-level
protocol that allows GDB to connect through a serial port
remotely. After the communication setup process is finalized,
the debugger can use the usual commands to examine and
change data and to stop or continue the remote program’s
execution. This protocol supports a wide range of connection
types.
The JDWP [46] (Java Debug Wire Protocol) is the pro-
tocol used for communication between a debugger and the
JVM where the program is running. It does not specify
the transportation of the messages, only details the format
and the layout, and it accepts any transport mechanism that
is suitable for the target debugger/target VM combination
through a simple API. The packets of the messages exchanged
are defined as “command” or “reply” packets. The first can be
used by the VM to request information about the application’s
internal variables, to control the program’s execution, or by the
running application to notify the debugger of some event such
as the reach of a breakpoint or an exception. Reply packets are
sent in response to a command packet, providing information
regarding the success or failure of the command to what it is
replying, carrying some data if requested.
D. Current Issues
As presented in the above section, current solutions offer
some alternatives for the debug of workflows and for remote
debugging. However, none of them seems complete as a whole
for these two combined and contextualized in the manufac-
turing industry. Similarly, there is a lack of proper testing
tools for Internet-of-Things based systems [3]. To ensure the
maintenance process for the manufacturing production line,
remote control and monitoring of machines should be possible
at any time, allowing to detect failures as soon as they happen
(cf. DEVICE ERROR DATA SUPERVISOR [47]), thus avoid
any resource losses resulting from an unscheduled stop of a
machine on the shop-floor.
To allow a better understanding of the information obtained
through the real-time monitoring of equipment feedback, the
use of visual metaphors as abstraction mechanisms seems
suitable, since such approaches have been around the manu-
facturing and automation industry for a long time [48]. Visual
programming is simply a formalization of the workflow of
the tasks to be carried by the operational system. A typical
workflow process is made up of a series of tasks and events,
the order in which they must occur, and the script that is
executed for each event [6], [42]. A communication protocol
is required to connect the visualization of the workflow to
be monitored to the physical device where it is running.
None of the solutions presented fully answer these demands
simultaneously:
• Remote connection to a specific physical device running
elsewhere without compromising its current execution;
• The abstraction of the physical device’s sequenced exe-
cution tasks through a workflow;
• Ability to debug the workflow being executed by the
physical device in real-time (with or without interrupting
its execution).
Thus, we consider that there is a need for some solution
that address these loose gaps to improve IIoT systems main-
tenance.
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section presents the solution proposed by this article.
A. Context
The proposed solution was developed in the context of
Critical Manufacturing’s Manufacturing Execution System. It
is a software platform with a deep set of modular, fully inter-
operable, applications which claims to “provide manufacturers
in complex industries with the maximum agility, visibility, and
reliability” of the manufacturing process [49].
The recent advances in the integration of IIoT led to the
development of the Connect-IoT module. This platform is
a low-code solution that enables production engineers and
system integrators to connect their shop-floor equipment to
Critical Manufacturing MES. It has the goal to dramatically
reduce the time and effort for this very integration, allowing
to create a graphical overview of the automation workflows
being carried out by the machines in production.
It has a single graphical view of automation workflows,
providing ways to create and update complex logic via a user-
friendly, no-code interface that allows workers with close to
none IT-knowledge to fulfil their needs [50]. So far, Connect-
IoT allows to visually debug these workflows and simulate the
equipment, with inputs and outputs provided by the user, as
the IoT application is running on the background in the same
machine as the debugger for the testing of this manufacturing
environment before deploying it in the production line.
Machinery downtime should be avoided at all cost since
it causes dreadful resource losses for companies. To prevent
this and to assure maximum production efficiency and ef-
fectiveness, real-time remote maintenance is required, which
can be achieved through remote debugging of the operations’
workflow being followed by the machines in the production
line. We implement it as an extension to the currently available
module in Critical Manufacturing MES, by receiving the
workflow inputs and outputs directly from the equipment.
B. Architecture
To set up the environment necessary for the debug of a
workflow, it’s necessary to define and relate the components
presented in Table I in the Critical Manufacturing MES, which
will be defined through the MES interface. The Automation
Driver, Controller, and Monitor processes will be run in a
computer physically close to the physical device to debug.
This three-component environment will be from now on called
IoMT (Internet of Manufacturing Things) agent, for easier
reference (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. IoMT Architecture.
The automation workflow graphs are defined in the Au-
tomation Controller workflow designer interface. These are
composed of several tasks, linked through wires that connect
outputs from one workflow task to the inputs of other tasks,
enabling the passing of values between tasks. These links may
have value converters associated, which may change the type
of the variable (useful when the variable type doesn’t match
with what the input is expecting) or have some small business
logic to apply before it gets to the input. The workflow will
be executed whenever a particular event occurs, activating it
(e.g. upon initialization, when a certain device state change or
upon receiving an input from the previous task) and will be
executed by the controller’s workflow engine during runtime.
C. Solution Overview
The main goal of this approach is to achieve is a 0-
downtime workflow remote debug approach, contemplating
the design and implementation of a suitable debugging proto-
col and a supporting platform where workflows can be easily
configurable, monitored and debugged while developing or
during production, choosing to interrupt or not the workflow’s
operations while debugging.
It will allow factory workers to debug a working machine
through the network to access the feedback provided by the
sensor devices and control the execution through the setup
of breakpoints in the machine’s workflow. This will provide
access to the input and output values of each task, allowing
to detect what may be causing incorrect behavior, resulting
in an erroneous service in the production line. The proposed
solution includes four debug modes:
• Mock Debug: All the workflow inputs are manually
inserted into the UI of the debugger application. The IoT
application runs in the same machine as the debugger just
for simulating the execution of the real manufacturing
environment;
• Remote Synchronous Debug: The workflow inputs are re-
ceived directly from the manufacturing equipment and/or
from MES. When the execution of the workflow stops on
a breakpoint, the entire workflow stops and the developer
TABLE I
IOMT COMPONENTS
Component Description
Automation Protocol Definition of the communication protocol to be used between the Automation Driver and the physical device (machine), such as SECS/GEM, OPC,
AMQP, MQTT, HTTPS, etc. The OPC UA protocol was chosen to be used for the testing of the developed prototype. It will be associated with the
Automation Driver process.
Automation Driver A low-level process that communicates physically with the device using the defined protocol, using it to interpret the messages received and report
the events from the device to the Automation Controller associated with this driver. In the definition of this component, the protocol to be used, the
properties/variables of the physical device we want to monitor, the events to be detected and the commands for the Automation Controller to execute
will be designated.
Automation Controller An event-driven process that executes workflows in response to events received from the Automation Driver or directly from the MES. It can
communicate with more than one driver. The definition associates the Automation Driver(s) to the device/resource we want to monitor and defines
the workflows to be executed in response to the received events. When a controller is initialized, it originates an Automation Controller instance
which will have a unique ID.
Automation Monitor A process that determines which processes must be started or stopped, monitoring the health of these processes. It connects the Automation Controller
and Driver(s), telling the driver processes where to find the controller it has been associated with so that they can begin communication.
Automation Manager A process that will host one Automation Monitor and several Automation Controllers and Drivers as they were configured in the MES interface. It
is responsible for spawning and controlling these processes.
can check and modify the state of the internal variables,
before proceeding with the execution;
• Remote Snapshot Debug: Similar to the previous ap-
proach, but in this case the workflow developer can only
check the current state of the workflow execution, not
interrupting the source system;
• Remote Profiler Debug: Same as the Snapshot Debug
mode approach, changing only in regards to the way the
information is presented to the user.
D. Desiderata
The following describe the features that we aim to tackle
in this work:
• There should be an adaptation of a debug session to
the manufacturing environment, where there are events
defined to be triggered by a certain change in the machine
itself which will then have to be communicated to the
debugger.
• The remote debugging protocol should be generalized
so that the number of messages is reduced and can be
used for the different debug modes. Each message should
have the purpose of informing or notifying the receiver
of something that happened or must happen and must be
related to a distinct action.
• The debugger should be aware of all the debug sessions it
is a participant of, and there should be a frequent checkup
for inconsistencies, using the debugging protocol, regard-
ing sessions that remain available, the debug mode type
of each session, etc., according to the availability rules
to be defined in the section below, so that the machine’s
execution is not being interrupted when it shouldn’t.
• The remote debugging method should provide a better
insight of the production machinery, even if it is in
execution (through the snapshot debug mode), in a real-
life production line.
• Creating an abstraction of the execution tasks using
a representation through workflows should provide a
better understanding of the machine execution and al-
low to detect failures in real-time and what is causing
the incorrect behavior, avoiding losses resulting from
machinery downtime. This can be achieved through a
simple interface that allows knowing what inputs were
received and what outputs were generated by a task
and the variable’s evolution through the workflow path,
presenting the debug information intuitively so that the
general factory worker with close to none IT knowledge
can operate with it.
V. PROPOSED SOLUTION
Our approach focuses on updating the existing components
of the MES software to support the new functionalities, more
specifically, the Automation Controller process, mentioned in
the “Architecture” subsection, and the Automation Controller
view on MES where it is possible to build the workflows and
debug them locally.
Because it is the Automation Controller process that will be
running the workflow, receiving the events from the Automa-
tion Driver(s) connected to the device we want to debug, the
communication between this component and the MES instance
is essential to allow the remote debug functionalities that this
work aims to implement. For this, the modified components
have to behave accordingly with the definition of the remote
debugging protocol developed.
After the environment setup is done on MES, in the Au-
tomation Controller workflow view of the MES interface, a
dropdown list was added to allow the selection of the debug
mode: (1) Mock Debug, (2) Synchronous Remote Debug, (3)
Snapshot Remote Debug and (4) Profiler Remote Debug.
The Mock Debug mode debugs an IoT application running
in the same machine as the debugger using workflow inputs
manually inserted into the UI of the debugger application.
The workflow engine is running locally. This is useful for
simulating the execution of a real manufacturing environment.
The remaining debug modes in the list interact with an IoT
application running remotely, in physical devices executing in
a real production factory environment, receiving the workflow
inputs directly from the manufacturing equipment.
Because these modes require a connection with the remote
entities (the IoMT agent), a communication protocol was
developed. To sent the messages between these entities, the
message bus that was already implemented in the Critical
Manufacturing MES, which uses WebSockets, was used. This
way, all messages will go directly to the message bus gate-
way, being diffused by all the MES instances and by the
IoMT agents running the Automation Controller instances
close to the machines. Four of the implemented methods in
the message bus were used by this communication protocol:
publish (sends a message asynchronously), sendRequest (sends
a message synchronously and waits for the response), reply
(replies to a sendRequest message), subscribe (subscribes to a
message of a certain subject and registers the callback to be
called when a message of this type is received).
In the remote debugging protocol, each message identifies
the components it wants to be associated with as attachments
to the message subject. An overview can be found in Table II.
A. Connection Preparation
When reaching the debugger page, both the debug mode
and workflow to debug are already selected so, from there
on, when remaining in this page, all the communication will
be regarding that workflow and will have in consideration the
debug mode that was selected. The only element to select
that remains missing is the Automation Controller instance
we wish to connect with to begin the debug of the work-
flow. For that, the onAvailableACIRequest message is
broadcasted to all the entities connected to the message bus,
sending the ID of the selected workflow. The Automation
Controller instances subscribed to this message will reply
with the message onAvailableACIRequestResponse
informing their unique ID and the execution state of the
workflow in that controller instance. According to the response
received, the MES instance will gather the IDs of the Au-
tomation Controller instances where the selected workflow
is running. If there is more than one positive response, the
IDs will be displayed in a dialog for the user to select which
controller instance they wish to debug. If only one controller
instance replied within 5 seconds, the MES instance will
assume it is the only one running the workflow and will
automatically select it.
Once the Automation Controller instance selection is over,
the communication between this instance and MES begins,
ensuring the connection between these over time until the
user stops the communication (for example, by leaving the
debugger page). Once the controller instance selection is done,
the MES instance sends an onCheckWorkflowRunning to
know if the workflow is still running and if it is available for
debugging in the selected mode. This message is more refined
than the previous one used to know if the workflow is running
because it will also receive the debug sessions (and respective
mode type) associated with it, determining its availability:
• Only one synchronous debug session can be active at
once, and no other debug sessions are allowed until that
session has ended (synchronous or snapshot);
• There can be more than one snapshot session at the
same time, since they don’t interfere with the machine’s
execution, but no synchronous session can start until all
snapshot sessions have ended.
The response, onCheckWorkflowRunningResponse,
will determine, according to these rules and the chosen
debug session, if the workflow is available for debugging
or not, determining the state of the “Start Debug” button
(enabled/disabled).
To keep the consistency of the information
presented, both onAvailableACIRequest and
onCommunicationAttempt requests are sent periodically,
with the intervals of 30 and 10 seconds respectively. In
case the onCommunicationAttempt message got
a positive response, it will lead to the dispatch of the
onCheckWorkflowRunning request, along with the
message to renew the debug session state, if it has one,
onSessionRenewal.
The session renewal state ensures that the sessions that un-
expectedly disconnect over time are wiped by the IoMT agents
periodically (every 30 seconds). The same is done regarding
the available controller instances, which have a renew state
that wipes the ones that unexpectedly stopped replying to the
onAvailableACIRequest messages, every 30 seconds.
If for some reason, the connection between the two entities
(MES and IoMT) drops because the selected IoMT agent has
disconnected, it will send an onCommunicationStarted
message upon initialization in case it was connected to a MES
instance to quickly re-establish the connection.
B. Debug Session
To start the debugging session, when the “Start Debug”
button is clicked, the onStartDebug request is sent to the
selected Automation Controller instance. It will re-check all
the conditions previously mentioned to know if the workflow is
available for debugging and if so, it will generate a unique ses-
sion ID and update the workflow breakpoints associated with
the debug session. The session ID will be communicated to
the respective MES instance through the onDebugStarted
message, using the unique MES instance identifier.
In the Automation Controller, during the equipment setup,
the engine that is running the workflow will associate the
Automation Driver to each task so that when a variable change
happens, the driver will detect the changes and will emit
an event subscribed by the respective task input/output (the
subscription is done during the engine’s workflow setup).
When this event is detected by the task, it will trigger
the onBeforeSetOutputs or the onAfterSetInputs
hook respectively in case it was a task output or input. This
process is common to all debug modes (remote or not).
In the case of the Mock Debug, the workflow engine is
running next to the MES instance, and the hooks behave
slightly differently. The functions associated with the hooks
are directly injected in the local engine, detecting the modifica-
tions in the task’s inputs or outputs, which will then trigger the
breakpoint, if there is any, in the modified variable, stopping
the workflow execution when a breakpoint is reached until the
“Resume” button is pressed.
TABLE II
REMOTE DEBUGGING PROTOCOL
Message Flow Type Description Parameters Reply
onCommunicationStarted IoMT-MES Async Connection attempt from an IoMT agent upon ini-
tialization with all the MES instances available. It
is sent to start/restart the communication between
them and inform if the workflow instance selected
on the debugger page is running in that server.
automationControl-
lerInstanceId: string
onCheckWorkflowRunning-
_(automationControllerInstan-
ceId)
onCommunicationAttempt-
_(automationControllerInstan-
ceId)
MES-IoMT Sync Connection attempt from a MES instance upon
selection of the Automation Controller instance
to debug, repeated every 10 seconds to ensure it
detects a change in the connection if it happens.
reply: function reply
onCheckWorkflowRunning-
_(automationControllerInstan-
ceId)
MES-IoMT Async
/ Sync
Communicates with the selected Automation
Controller instance to know if the workflow
instance selected on the debugger page
is running in that server. The answer is
received in the MES instance through the
onCheckWorkflowRunningResponse_(auto-
mationControllerInstanceId)_(workflowId)
message (async) or through a reply in the
start debug function (sync). This will get a reply
if it is running or get no reply otherwise.
workflowId: string,
sessionId: string,
reply?: function
onCheckWorkflowRunning-
Response_(automationCon-
trollerInstanceId)_(work-
flowId), reply
onCheckWorkflowRunning-
Response_(automationCon-
trollerInstanceId)_(work-
flowId)
IoMT-MES Async Checks if, according to the sessionIds related with
the selected workflow instance, the workflow is
available for debugging or not.
running: boolean,
sessionsId:
DebugSessionInfo[]
onBreakpointChange_-
(automationControllerIn-
stanceId)_(workflowId)
MES-IoMT Async Adds or removes a breakpoint on the selected
workflow instance.
sessionId: string,
breakpoint:
BreakpointDefinition
onBreakpointToggle_-
(automationControllerIn-
stanceId)_(workflowId)
MES-IoMT Async Enables or disables a breakpoint on the selected
workflow instance.
sessionId: string,
breakpoint:
BreakpointDefinition
onStartDebug_(automation-
ControllerInstanceId)
MES-IoMT Async Initializes a debug session in the selected Automa-
tion Controller instance, if available, generating a
unique debug session Id and updating the work-
flow breakpoints associated with the session.
mesId: string,
workflowId: string,
debugMode:
DebugMode,
breakpoints: Break-
pointDefinition[]
onDebugStarted_(mesId)_-
(automationControllerIn-
stanceId)_(workflowId)
onDebugStarted_(mesId)_-
(automationControllerIn-
stanceId)_(workflowId)
IoMT-MES Async Communicates the newly created debug session Id
to the MES instance that asked for the start of that
debug session.
sessionId: string
onStopDebug_(automation-
ControllerInstanceId)
MES-IoMT Async Stops an existing debug session. sessionId: string onDebugStopped_(automa-
tionControllerInstanceId)_-
(sessionId)
onDebugStopped_(automa-
tionControllerInstanceId)_-
(sessionId)
IoMT-MES Async Updates the session registry array. sessionId: string, reg-
istry: DebugSession-
InfoEntry[]
onSessionRenewal_(auto-
mationControllerInstanceId)
MES-IoMT Async Renews an existing debug session. This is neces-
sary to guarantee that the session hasn’t expired
and remains active over time.
sessionId: string
onBeforeSetOutputs_(automa-
tionControllerInstanceId)_-
(sessionId)
IoMT-MES Async
/ Sync
Notifies the MES instance debugging a certain
workflow that a variable on a task output with a
breakpoint has been changed, changing the visual
representation of the workflow in the interface.
workflowId: string,
registryEntry: De-
bugSessionInfoEntry,
reply?: function
reply
onAfterSetInputs_(automa-
tionControllerInstanceId)_-
(sessionId)
IoMT-MES Async
/ Sync
Notifies the MES instance debugging a certain
workflow that a variable on a task input with a
breakpoint has been changed, changing the visual
representation of the workflow in the interface.
workflowId: string,
registryEntry: De-
bugSessionInfoEntry,
reply?: function
reply
onReceivedExecutionCon-
text_(automationController-
InstanceId)_(workflowId)
MES-IoMT Async Saves the execution context of an snapshot debug
session it wants to follow.
sessionId: string, exe-
cutionContext: string
onAvailableACIRequest MES-IoMT Async Requests an update of all running Automation
Controller instances of the current running state
of the selected workflow in the debugger page.
workflowId: string onAvailableACIRequest-
Response_(workflowId)
onAvailableACIRequest-
Response_(workflowId)
IoMT-MES Async Updates the currently available Automation Con-
troller instances array with the information re-
ceived regarding the Automation Controller in-
stance.
automationControl-
lerInstanceId: string,
running: boolean
When working with a remote Automation Controller in-
stance, when these hooks are triggered, it will identify the de-
bug sessions associated with the workflow where the changes
were detected and, for each, it will check if there are any
breakpoints in the modified variable.
In the case of the Synchronous Debug, if there is a break-
point in that variable, it will stop the engine’s execution,
send an onAfterSetInputs or onBeforeSetOutputs
message, respectively in the case of an input or output,
notifying the MES instance of the workflow state when the
breakpoint was reached, the variable changes and the triggered
breakpoint. The Automation Controller instance will then wait
until it receives a reply to these messages.
When receiving the previously mentioned messages, the
MES instance will trigger the respective breakpoint, update
the workflow task instances to show the workflow state when
the changes were detected and stop the engine’s execution
until the “Resume” button is pressed, which will then resume
execution of both MES and Automation Controller instance
workflow engines by replying to these messages.
Because when the engine is stopped the hooks will still
get triggered when a variable is changed, in this mode, all
the hooks triggered while waiting for the “Resume” command
will be ignored by the engine, along with the propagation of
these new variables in the workflow.
In the case of the Snapshot or Profiler Debug, if there
is a breakpoint in the modified variable, it will check the
execution context where this change was detected, and update
the registry of changes on that execution context.
This introduces the concept of a “flow” of the workflow,
which begins when an equipment event is triggered and ends
at the end of the workflow branch where there is no output
link. Each flow will have its own execution context and will
not interfere with the execution of another flow.
This was a mechanism made for dealing with asynchronous
workflows where, for example, two variables will trigger
the same output, but at different times. Imagining that two
variables will change consecutively, and the concept of flows
hasn’t been implemented, and variable A will change prior
to variable B but will take longer to reach the common
output. The presented information to the user will be var A→
var B → outputB → outputA. Assuming that the output
will be the result of calculations with the received variables
but the user does not have insight of those calculations, it
will assume the output with variable B was actually gotten
using the variable A, since that one was changed first. With
the introductions of flows, the user will be presented with only
one workflow flow and the information of different execution
contexts will not get mixed, making the workflow much easier
to debug. Whenever an equipment event is triggered by a
variable change, it creates a new execution context which will
follow the evolution of that variable through the workflow.
The Snapshot and Profiler Debug modes work similarly,
changing only in regards to the way they present the informa-
tion to the user.
In the case of the Snapshot Debug, we only want to follow
the most recent detected execution context. One snapshot ses-
sion debugs only one execution context to understand exactly
what was the evolution of a variable through the workflow
and the path it took. When a variable change is detected,
if there is a breakpoint in this variable, the Automation
Controller instance will send an onAfterSetInputs or
onBeforeSetOutputs message, respectively in the case of
an input or output, notifying the MES instance of the workflow
state when the breakpoint was reached, the variable changes
and the triggered breakpoint. This will not affect the execution
of the engine, and the workflow will keep triggering the event
hooks, communicating the respective messages.
When receiving these messages, the MES instance will
trigger the received breakpoint, update the workflow task
instances to show the workflow state when the changes were
detected and stop in that breakpoint until the “Resume” button
is pressed. Because the engine’s execution is not altered, when
receiving a message while waiting at a breakpoint, it will stack
the breakpoint promises. So when the “Resume” button is
pressed, it will go to the next triggered breakpoint, if there
is any, or wait for the next message.
Upon receiving the first variable change message, it will
check the execution context in which this event was triggered
and will send the onReceivedExecutionContext re-
quest to inform the Automation Controller instance that it
wishes to follow that execution context. This will act as a
filter in the event hooks to know which messages should be
sent to the MES instances and ignore all variable changes with
a different execution context as the one that was chosen for
this debug session.
In the case of the Profiler Debug, it will collect the infor-
mation of the different execution contexts passively, without
notifying the user of the changes that are happening in the
machine, until the session is stopped (cf. DEVICE RAW DATA
COLLECTOR [47]). This will allow the user to check all the
events that happened while the debug session was active,
chronologically. When the session is stopped, if the debug
mode selected is the Profiler mode, the Automation Controller
instance will reply with the onDebugStopped message
which will sort the registry entries of all created execution
contexts chronologically since the beginning of the debug
session and send them to the MES instance. The MES interface
will then change to allow a “Replay Mode” which will go
through the received registry so that the user can carefully
analyze the collected data. When the registry is discarded, a
new profiler debug session may begin.
To stop any remote debug session, the onStopDebug
message is sent when the “Stop Debug” button is clicked. After
sending the necessary information to finalize the debug session
to the MES instance, it will delete all the session information
kept on the IoMT agent (chosen execution context, registry,
breakpoints, etc). The information kept in the MES instance
is erased differently according to the debug mode:
• Synchronous: done immediately after the session is
stopped;
Fig. 4. Synchronous Debug session.
Fig. 5. Profiler Debug session.
TABLE III
SIMULATED SCENARIOS AND RESULTS
Scenario Expected Result
MES instance receives information about the availability of the selected
workflow on an Automation Controller
If available, the Id of the Automation Controller instance will show up in the Automation Controller
list for selection.
MES instance connects to the selected Automation Controller instance Id of the selected Automation Controller shows up in the ribbon on top of the workflow in the
MES instance interface, along with the current availability of the workflow.
MES instance can handle a disconnect, followed by a reconnect, of the
selected Automation Controller instance
Connect/Disconnect messages will show up and the state of both workflow availability and "Start
Debug" button will change accordingly. Will stop any active debug session upon disconnect.
MES instance can begin a synchronous debug session and show the
variable changes as they are received
When there is an equipment variable change and a breakpoint is linked to that variable, the
Automation Controller gets a notification and transmits it to the MES instance. This activates
the breakpoint in the interface and shows the state of the workflow, at the moment the breakpoint
was triggered, until the “Resume” button is pressed (Fig. 4).
Automation Controller instance ignores any variable change when waiting
for a response from the MES instance during a synchronous debug session
Nothing happens in the MES instance whilst it is waiting at a breakpoint.
MES instance can begin a snapshot debug session and show the variable
changes as they are received, stacking the breakpoints received if required
Same as the synchronous debug, but if there are any changes whilst waiting for a “resume” response,
the breakpoint promises stack and the next breakpoint will activate when the “Resume” button for
the current breakpoint is pressed.
MES instance doesn’t show any variable change during a snapshot debug
session if it is not from the chosen execution context
Variable changes from other execution contexts are ignored and nothing happens in the MES
instance relative to those.
MES instance can begin a profiler debug session and show the variable
changes collected by the Automation Controller instance, chronologically,
through replay mode
Collects variable changes from all execution contexts during the debug session. When stopped,
sends the information to the MES instance where the user will see all changes that happened,
chronologically, whilst debugging, using the breakpoint activation method used in the snapshot
debugging (Fig. 5).
MES instance doesn’t let any other debug session start if there is already
a synchronous debug session for the selected workflow
“Start Button” of all other debug sessions is disabled if there is already a synchronous debug
session.
MES instance doesn’t let any synchronous debug session start if there is
at least one snapshot debug session for the selected workflow
"Start Button" of all synchronous debug sessions is disabled if there is at least one snapshot debug
session.
MES instance allows changing breakpoints during a synchronous session,
and they are immediately updated in the Automation Controller instance
Clicking in the workflow input/outputs adds/removes breakpoints.
MES instance doesn’t allow changing breakpoints during a snap-
shot/profiler session
Clicking on a breakpoint whilst in an snapshot or profiler session won’t do anything.
• Snapshot: done after the last breakpoint promise is re-
sumed;
• Profiler: done when discarding the session registry.
Regarding the workflow breakpoints, they are associated
with a debug session, allowing multiple snapshot sessions
to have their breakpoints independently. The breakpoints are
immediately set as they are displayed in the workflow debug-
ger page when a debug session is started. The snapshot type
sessions do not allow any breakpoint changes while a session
is active (or while the session registry wasn’t discarded in
the case of the Profiler mode) because this could cause some
unexpected results when receiving the events of a breakpoint
that was changed while the session was active. For the syn-
chronous session, it is possible to change the breakpoints while
the session is active. Breakpoints can be added or removed in
the workflow display through the onBreakpointChange
request or can be toggled to enabled or disabled through the
onBreakpointToggle request.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
To validate our approach, a list of simulated scenarios
was made to understand how the implemented features work
in the already existing environment and how the debugging
modes interact with one another, using the developed protocol.
Scenarios regarding the management of connection between
the entities were also considered.
To test the debugger application quickly, an OPC UA
server was used for simulating real-time variable changes.
These servers play a crucial role as a communication gateway,
allowing OPC UA clients to access HMI or PLC data by
subscribing to tags to receive real-time updates [51]. For this
reason, the Automation Driver with the OPC UA protocol
associated was the one used for testing the application.
The simulated scenarios and individual results are presented
in Table III. These were made in order to answer the require-
ments defined in Section IV and to ensure that the solution
developed did encompass all test cases and everything is
working as it was defined in the proposal. All of the results
obtained matched the expected results.
VII. FINAL REMARKS
The main conclusion of this work is that it is possible
to use an abstraction of the production machines execution
tasks through workflows to remotely debug them in real-
time with real data provided by the sensors and actuators of
said machine. Current solutions for remote debugging do not
offer an approach that is simultaneously oriented towards the
manufacturing industry and supports debugging of workflows.
The remote debugging protocols found did also not cover what
was necessary for the fulfilment of the defined requirements.
The solution presented in this document solves this through
the development of a protocol aimed at the desired objective,
proving the extensive functionality of such solution through
the experiments conducted in the “Evaluation” section.
The main contributions of this work are focused on the
implementation of IoT in the manufacturing industry and how
that can help minimize incorrect machinery behaviour through
the usage of real-time debugging during the maintenance phase
whilst in production:
• Synchronous and snapshot debug functionalities that sup-
port the manufacturing environment;
• A generalized remote debugging protocol that serves both
synchronous and snapshots debug particularities, taking
into consideration various factors that may interfere with
the correct execution of these debugging sessions;
• An intuitive, user-friendly way of presenting the debug
information, allowing the general factory worker with
close to none IT knowledge to operate with it, with the
abstraction of the machine’s execution tasks by using
a representation through workflows. This simplified in-
terface provides a better understanding of the machine
execution and allows to detect in real-time what can be
causing incorrect behaviour.
A. Future Work
As for the future work to improve the current solution,
testing this solution in a real-life environment is required.
The impact of its usage in the production environment should
be measured to know if there is a better insight of the
production machinery, as expected, and incorrect behaviour is
being detected more quickly than without this debug solution.
When using the Synchronous Debug mode, it should be
not only possible to see the values of the variables, but also
to change them in real-time, affecting the target device being
debugged. At the same time, a task’s execution is stopped by
a breakpoint.
As an improvement, choosing the target machine/resource
to debug should also be possible using the target’s IP address.
The target Automation Controller identification should also be
more detailed (it only uses the randomized ID it is given).
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